Cheadle announces opposition to Academic Senate proposal

By PETE YOUNG
Editor-in-chief

Chancellor Vernon L. Cheadle yesterday announced his opposition to a proposed resolution on "free speech" recently submitted to the Senate. The resolution was presented in a form of a mail ballot to the 332 members of the UCSB Academic Senate.

Dr. Cheadle called the resolution "unintelligible." The resolution, which was composed by arguments for and against the resolution, already have reached many senate members.

Votes will be returned by mail--which means the result will not be known until after the Christmas recess.

The proposed resolution expresses confidence in University President Clark Kerr and Chancellor Cheadle, but also expresses measures which go beyond existing University regulations.

It declares that the University "ought not, and is under obligation to, limit or suppress the content of speech or advocacy, whether on or off the campus, unless the normal function of the University is interfered with.

Further, it holds that "we encourage the further discussion of the public laws governing speech or advocacy, whether on or off the campus, even with the civil authorities.'"

In a statement prepared for EL GAUCHO, Dr. Cheadle said:

"There seems general agreement that under President Kerr's urging great progress has been made toward complete and responsible freedom of expression on the University campuses. Consequently, we must be sympathetic to the confidence in President Kerr expressed in the resolution. And naturally I am pleased to have the expression of confidence from all constituents of our University community in a useful manner. However, I think the Senate, in speaking for the students, should have spoken for the two resident faculty, and the other faculty members who must interface with the normal function of the University in a responsible manner.

"It declares that the University "ought not, and is under obligation to, limit or suppress the content of speech or advocacy, whether on or off the campus, unless the normal function of the University is interfered with."

"Further, it holds that "we encourage the further discussion of the public laws governing speech or advocacy, whether on or off the campus, even with the civil authorities.'"

By PEGG NELSON

Gold problem viewed

"The international monetary problem has come home to the people of the United States because the country is not taking in as much international money (gold) as it should," stated Dr. Asben Lerner, economic theorist and UCSB Lecturer. "In this way, we get from our exports a billion dollars or more, which we convert into dollars, and in this way I think we get the smallest view of the problem."

According to Lerner, the problem is borrowing and paying out in gold. "If we now hold in FL, know only in concept the liquidity of our international monetary gold--a percentage slightly diminished from 1948--it is like looking at a problem through magnifying glasses."

Lerner suggested that the United States could announce that it will no longer buy gold at the standing price and that the United States would be free to implement a domestic policy of maximum employment without worrying about the outflow of gold.

Lerner visualizes nations of the world giving the United States gold and services for its paper dollars. Profit from the operation would be turned over to the United Nations as aid for less fortunate countries.

The problem with the plan, says Lerner, is that it would not be accepted. Even though "a proper correction of the international money problem would be a devaluation of the dollar in gold, we've never come about as long as everyone thinks of it as a degrading the country."
A primer in patriotism

What's wrong at Berkeley?

Some of America's best known patriots have stepped forward of late in recent weeks to enlighten the University Regents, as non-boarded students and the people of the good state of California.

John Roxeselot of the John Birch Society tells us the Commu

nists are active in the Free Speech Movement, in a manner which reminds us of a grand tradition begun in the 1950's, Roxeselot said he wouldn't mention names, but by golly, he'd reveal the list.

Not only that, one writer warned in the San Francisco Exam

iner, but the Marxist (or is it Communist?) dominated FSM is only one part of a larger program of "planned agitation" designed to sweep youth into the "camp of communism" at colleges and universities all over the West Coast.

Worse than that, the problem is of such proportions that FM Director J. Edgar Hoover— at a time when anarchists, mid

night bombers and murderers remain at large in the South— one UCSB student who actually attended a few meetings of the federal brother, may take a long, hard look at Berkeley faculty members as an object they will be able to wrath with impunity.

His language is a mixture of name-calling, innuendo, and harangue. Thus he calls the FSM "socialist" and Communist. This is obviously no more than prejudicial assertion without any basis in fact. In other words, it is name-calling and no more, for the right to free speech is not a Communist ideal.

Mr. Schwarz also calls the fdm student a "boring" student. "administration nycorias," apparently because they don't agree with his own peculiar outlook.

An example of not-too-subtle innuendo is Mr. Hutchison's description of the FSM as "peculi

arly oriented." He is accusing the FSM of Communism, homosexuality, worse? Or does he mean that it is oddly placed in relation to the rising sun or that it has an unusual number of Oriental members?

The heretic element in Mr. Hutchinson's letter is indicated by his dictum: "the FSM, the neo-politicians, the muddled junior leftists, the administration representatives, the well-dressed young Turks, would-be campus fascists, FAC and the House Square," "psycholog

ically disturbed students," "an illusory soap box for the "communistic" lodge-pole's.

This kind of senseless ad

neering matters no com

ment. Like dirty laundry, it speaks for itself!

Mr. Hutchison seems to derive a great deal of satisfac

tion from the fact that he pays taxes and votes, I say, "(C) multiple, obnoxious, Cheers! Triple hurrah!" for your take.

All through your letter you mention various "reasons for com

son" and other poor techniques of "selling FSM as a threat", and never mention what they were fighting for.

Let us wrap up your letter in only one way: a disgraceful frac

sion within the Federation.

ANDY MANER

President, Business Economics

Editor: Circumstances and conditions change with the years and what was successful at one point in time need not be so at another; and we are not so rash as to expect the approach of the Free Speech Movement to be ideally suited for the students of today.

However, in order to properly understand your letter I must know about and understand the past. This letter is written in the hope that this past is not forgotten and that the actions based upon conditions at the Univer

sity of California in the 1950's may be of some help in re

searching the current state of affairs.

The Free Speech Movement has stated that current University regulations violate the students' freedom of speech and freedom of as

sembly. This kind of senseless slog

ney is not an unique problem, but the Free Speech Movement has stated that the problem has been exacerbated by a lack of on-campus facilities to student

groups, further compounded by non-University or -AUGUC organization could present programs on campus.

Furthermore, in order for the Free Speech Movement to proceed, the Free Speech Movement was necessary to pre

empt a problem by a panel of qualified judges at the BAR-7 TIME and in the SAME PLACE.

In practice this meant that nothing of a controversial nature was presented, dis

cussed, or debated on the cam

pus. This rule was based upon an Amendment to the Constitution of the State Constitution (November, 1953) which states: "The University shall be entirely independent of all political or sectarian influence and kept free therefrom in the appointment of its regents and in the administration of its affairs." In 1953 a group of students, knowing that the policy based upon this amendment was wrong, attempted to change it. They realized that petitions and demonstrations would do little good and would not alter University policy, and so they decided to do it in a manner befitting mature and responsible citizens. They wrote to other universities here and abroad in order to ascertain what regulations were in effect there and how they were operated in practice.

After compiling this information they drafted and pre

pares the FSM regulations, which is now in the process of being discussed by the Students' Senate. These regulations include the right of free speech and assemble

ly for the students on the one hand and protection of the University's welfare and re

putation on the other. The Regents consistently consulted with the student body before the Free Speech Committee of the Aca

demic Senate, and the Executive Committee (Student Senate) of
The tragedy at the Greek Theatre

(First appeared last week in the San Francisco Chronicle in Ralph 2, Glenson's column, "On the Town.")

"I agree with you that this may seem to be a rather theatrical performance today," President Kerr said as the tragedy was presented by the University of California Monday in the Greek Theatre. In his analysis he added "thanks to the audience, not to those of us here."

And what he said had the sad ring of a truth greater than he knew before, as it has since the beginning, the dynamic of the whole tragical-comedy, the whole farce, the whole incredible sequence of events has, indeed, come from the students and not from their elders.

(Continued from p. 2) The Associated Students. After eight times they presented their findings to President Sproul, who in turn presented the request to the Board of Regents.

Subsequently Rule 17 was changed and the new rule was identical to the student-suggested rule in all but two respects. The Faculty Senate rejected the students' recommendation that the group of speakers who were "predominantly" of students and students, and not of faculty, be composed "exclusively" of students and students. It maintained the prohibition against the appearance of candidates for local and state offices.

From 1957 to the present the right of students to speak in public is a question of "rhetoric of ten weeks that history will remember. Literature, poetry and history are not made by a smooth jowl and a blue suit. They are made with sweat and passion and dedication to truth and honor."

Editor's Mail Box

Ears to ground

Editor: Our local, state and national governments keep their ears to the ground (the people) through the polls and other legitimate means. The University keeps its ear to the ground (the students) through selection of representatives to Legislative Council and through its many sub-committees, each dealing with a specific aspect of student life and/or problems, and each designed to receive student requests.

Did Berkeley's FSM stay on the ground long enough to attempt to be heard by that listening ear before it suddenly took flight and stomped on the other ear? Did FSM exhaust all legitimate means of expression of grievances before it took to its unlawful Sproul Hall sanctuary?

If so, then perhaps no other course of action was open to them than the one they took. However, from all I have read concerning the situation, doubt that they have exhausted all legal avenues.

If I am correct in this assumption then I sincerely hope that the December 18 meeting of the Regents results in rejection of the recommendations of the Academic Senate. This rejection will (I hope) destroy the threatening precedent of achieving political and social goals through unlawful acts.

A dirty ear doesn't hear very well, but it can be clumsy, stomp on that ear and you injure it. An injured ear doesn't hear at all.

KAREN WALKER
Senior

DOUBTING THOMAS?

HOPEFUL AGNOSTIC?

Christianity has more to offer than hope, it has proof in the form of a MIRACLE which was foretold. Described and is intensely personal. Ask the Religious Leaders or send me a card marked ESP-17. My reply is free. Non-Denominational. Christian. Marylin W. Hart, Box 53, Glen Ridge, N. J. 07028 (USA).

EDITORIAL

For a picture of Christmas stocking

to place beneath the tree, to wish her all good things,

Perfect red lipstick in a jingle-jingle holder.

Hand Cream Ritz in a package topped with a golden halo.

Hand lotion in a barquetine tube with a fringed fr necklace.

Two delicate Cokes of Directors Soap in a peak-a-boo package. $2.00 each. $8.00 for them all. Prices plus tax.

Give her beauty,
Little somethings
from
Charles of the Ritz

Four to fill her Christmas stocking.

1117 State Street
Open Evenings 'till Christmas
AS Openhouse is held tomorrow

Associated Students Christmas Openhouse is being held tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Associated Students Circles, in the student complex area.

All faculty members and students are encouraged to drop by; people will be available to answer any questions on AS structure and operations. Refreshments will be served.

Senate voices pros and cons of resolution

(Continued from p. 1) -- can work together to reexamine the specific campus regulations and customs in any way called into question by the recent difficulties in Berkeley or by legitimate proposals from responsible students on our own campus.

The resolution also claims the advantage of usefully informing the Board of Regents, the press, and the public in a broad, nonsensational way that this Division of the Associated Senate is not only ready to support creative solutions from other sources but is able to provide independent, responsible leadership when such leadership is needed.

If we are to be realistic, we must realize that we no longer have a choice between this resolution and some reversion of, or subterfuge for, it. We must remember that the establishment of any body which have now placed us in the position of either accepting or rejecting the resolution exactly as it stands--there is no third possibility--and we must ask ourselves what would be the reaction, not only inside and outside the University community but if we were to reject a resolution that so clearly declares our confidence in President Kerr and Chancellor Cheadle and our belief in free speech for our students and for their invited speakers.

FAITH ASSERTED

"To reject the resolution will not simply be doing nothing. Such a rejection will almost certainly make it appear even to reasonable men--however untrue the appearance may be--that this faculty does not accept the principle of free speech and does not have full confidence in its administrative leaders.

"Another unfortunate consequence of a refusal to act positively at this time will be to deprive the faculty of an opportunity to take, in some degree at least, the initiative. To act now is to move into a position in which we can help to guide the students and in which we can advise the administration and the Regents (as well as educa
tion itself) upon this important area of University policy.

"To refuse to reject the Berkeley Division's resolution--is almost certain to create a situation in which any future action of whatever kind will appear to be taken only under the pressure of, or in reaction against, student demands.

"The recent action of the Berkeley whole Division appeared to the members of that Division itself to have taken place in such a situation, and we must not allow ourselves to drift into similar difficulties. To prevent such drift we need only cast an affirmative vote for the resolution before us."

The argument against it

"Opposition to the proposed resolution is obselete. The Bay area trip set for the Bay area for all foreign students, faculty and administrators.

Foreign Students Agency is conducting a Christmas trip to the Bay area for all foreign students and nonresident American students Dec. 35-37.

Bay area trip set

Foreign Students Agency is conducting a Christmas trip to the Bay area for all foreign students and nonresident American students Dec. 35-37.

For further information concerning the tour, call Herbert Lo, B-3522, not later than noon, Dec. 16.

$50 REWARD!

For information leading to arrest and conviction of those parties associating the Christmas tree lights & wrought iron gate from my building located at 611 Campus Pembe- sure.

Economics prof will lecture

"Western Europe and Restriuctive Practices" will be the subject of Dr. Gordon Edwards when he lectures at 4 p.m. Jan. 4 in Campbell Hall.

Currently a professor of economics and the third president of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, Edwards was chairman of the United Nations Economic and Social Council, during World War II. Edwards was chairman of the policy board of the Anti-Trust Division, US Department of Justice, and also is a former chief justice of the Federal Trade Commission. A graduate of the University of Missouri, the university honored Edwards by naming his Bachelor of Literature from Oxford University and his PhD, from Cornell University.

Edwards is the author of a number of articles and books, including "Maintaining Competition," "Big Business and the Policy of Competition," and "The Price Discrimination Law."

"We have every confidence

"If we are to be realistic, we must realize that we no longer have a choice between this resolution and some reversion of, or subterfuge for, it. We must remember that the establishment of any body which have now placed us in the position of either accepting or rejecting the resolution exactly as it stands--there is no third possibility--and we must ask ourselves what would be the reaction, not only inside and outside the University community but if we were to reject a resolution that so clearly declares our confidence in President Kerr and Chancellor Cheadle and our belief in free speech for our students and for their invited speakers.

"We have every confidence

"We have every confidence

"We have every confidence

"We have every confidence

"We have every confidence
MEETINGS

COLONELS COEDS

Colonel's Coed will meet at the Military Science Building today at 11 a.m. to go caroling at St. Vincent's.

IRC

International Relations Club will meet tomorrow at noon in the Mission Bowl for the LA CAMBRE group picture.

LUTHERANS

Dr. Walter Capiga of the Religious Studies Department will speak on "Incarnation — What Does It Mean?" at a meeting of the Lutheran Student Association today, 11 a.m., at 6366 Sasoado Tarte, Apt. 2.

Corle Memorial Collection Contest opens to undergraduate bibliophiles

Students are invited to submit collections of 35-50 books to the Edwin Corle Memorial Undergraduate Book Collection Contest at UCSB. The contest is sponsored by Mrs. Jean Corle in memory of her husband, one of Santa Barbara's noted writers and book collectors. Prizes will total $275.

Each collection will be judged by the extent to which its books represent a well-defined field of interest in which the owner has chosen to collect. If the collection appears in excellence of design and production, the judges will consider this fact in making the awards.

Students are paid for blood donation

Blood bank donors may receive $5 for their contribution if they specify the donation is for the Santa Barbara City Employees Fund. Blood may be taken at the TTV-County Blood Bank, 950 Laguna, in Santa Barbara.

If the donors will mail the orange copy of their receipt and their address to Mrs. C. C. George, 6279 Rio Vincenzi Drive, Santa Barbara, they will be sent a check for a $5 reimbursement.

Santa Barbara City Employees' blood bank is set up to help defray medical expenses of Miss Olin Flachman, a fellow city employee, who passed away before the collection was complete. This money is now being used to purchase blood donors, who are asked to help employees who may need blood in the future.

SFPA rally set

Student for Free Political Action will rally today at noon in front of the SU in support of the Berkeley Academic Senate on Dec. 8.

SUN COFFEE SHOPS

6329 Hollister Avenue
Phone: 7-0511
3731 State Street
Phone: 5-7707

LUNCH and DINNER

SPECIALS

CHANGED DAILY

Popular Prices

Ample Parking at Both Restaurants

Cheadle announces policy

Prior to the Berkeley student protest of administrative policy over free speech, the following statement was issued by Chancellor Vernon L. Cheadle. The statement concerns ICSER regulations on posting of announcements and the distribution of literature.

1. University personnel and students may exhibit and distribute all forms of non-commercial literature between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., only in the following areas of the campus:
   a. Entrances to the Student Union and Coffee Shop.
   b. Within the outdoor area and path of the Student Union.

2. University personnel and students may post non-commercial announcements and other forms of literature on the general-purpose bulletin board located in the hallway between the A.S. Bookstore and Coffee shop and the general-purpose bulletin boards which are placed in the Physical and Biological Science buildings and South Hall. All other bulletin boards in these and other classroom and administrative buildings, in the Library, and in Robertson Gymnasium are reserved for announcements and general University purposes.

3. Bulletin boards shall never be used as a medium for the expression of personal opinions or charges against individuals.

4. The purpose of bulletin boards shall be to serve the academic, administrative, and general University purposes.

5. No literature shall be displayed in Santa Barbara City Residence Halls and for the posting of literature relating to Residence Hall matters.

6. Commercial literature may not be posted, exhibited or distributed on the campus without permission.

7. Persons or organizations not connected with the University may not post, exhibit or distribute literature on the campus.

8. In order to prevent littering of the campus grounds and buildings, trash receptacles have been distributed in areas where posting, distribution, and exhibition of literature is authorized.

9. University personnel and students are reminded of the existence of laws relating to the dissemination of libelous and obscene literature.

10. The University Business Office shall administer these rules.

According to Ron Cook, A.S. president, any group that wishes to change the above rules can bring their recommendations to the Legislative Council, which will present them to the administration.

It's a Wise Choice

Now when you buy your

STUDENT DIRECTORY

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR

Save 15¢ purchased together for only 90¢ at your

STUDENT BONCOURT

Lucky pierre

We have some cute things for your last minute shopping... Come see our arrangements that will travel.

PONSITTAS

6577 Seville Rd., Isla Vista

JO ANN

GO BY"
Activities Calendar

THURSDAY, DEC. 17
11-5 - The Artisans sale, 318 W. Mason
12-1 - Brass Choir, Music Coni. Rm.
4-5 - Spurs, Santa Rosa Lounge
4-6 - Weight Lifting Int. Group, 455-101
5-6 - Sigma Chi, SH 1119
6:15 - Freshman Caroling, C. Hall
6:30 - Ski Club ALL-SCHOOL DANCE, Old Gym
7-10 - Photography Club, SU Ortega Commons
7-10 - Flying Club, Fly 1002A
7-10 - Radio Club, Quiet Lounge
8-10 - WPA Christmas Party, RG 227
8 - LECTURE: Garrett, Audit., and Janne, Powell Lecture, C. Hall
9:30-10 - Ski Club, SH 1004

GARRETT SPEAKS
Movie on SNCC shown tonight

“We’ll Never Turn Back” will be the film shown by Jim­
mar, Garrett, director of voter regis­
SNCC’s main job is to per­
and SNCC organized

Coffee Shop
6792 Serrilla, Isla Vista
Behind Danny’s Signal Service
(805) 566-3457, Goleta

Now Open

PLAY TOPS, CROW CUTS, IVY LEAVES
A TOUCH OF THE 90’S
Appointments Available
Call 8-9725, Isla Vista
7-8076, Goleta

For the Leather Gallery
2315 Little Avenue
Summerland, Calif.
First Summerland Turnoff
Telephone 9-3457

handbags
sandal
belts
jewelry

GARRETT SPEAKS
Movie on SNCC shown tonight

“We’ll Never Turn Back” will be the film shown by Jim­
mar, Garrett, director of voter regis­
SNCC’s main job is to per­
and SNCC organized

Christmas cheer Drive. AWS
Cruz), and West gate did excep­

SNCC PUBLICITY
SNCC was organized in April
1961, at a general conference
of all-in-leaders held in Bal­

La Canada Club offers scholarship
According to the Scholarship
and Loan Office, a new schol­
scholarship is available to qualified
students who are residents of
the La Canada Unified School
District, including La Canada
and Flintridge.

You get LURK shirts at PORKY’S
Brute Burgers are Great at PORKY’S

SNCC TABLE—Lauren Fisher, chairman of Santa Barbara
Friends of SNCC, organized the group.

Mel Kalikimaka with something different from Hawaii!

Suckers sold Camp康斯托格 will receive
$250 proceeds from last week’s Alpha Phi Sorority See’s
sucker sale.

INN’S PALMESAN SHOP
806 STATE STREET — PHONE 2-3111

Merry Christmas
Campus Bookstore
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AN OPEN LETTER FROM CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE BERKELEY DIVISION OF THE ACADEMIC SENATE TO Colleagues and Students on the Other Campuses of the University of California:

Despite the publicity given to recent events on the Berkeley campus, we fear that teachers and students on the other campuses have not been able to appreciate the true nature of the crisis here. We believe that the problems facing the Berkeley Division when it met on the afternoon of December 8 were of the greatest moment for the entire University. Accordingly, we take this extraordinary means of conveying to you our estimate of the situation and attempting to explain the actions of the Berkeley Division.

On that date the Berkeley Division passed motions toward three primary goals: to effect an end to the virtual warfare between students and campus administration which over a period of two months had brought us to the point of chaos; to resolve the conduct issue which underlay the controversy from its beginning; and to take steps to enable the faculty to play an effective role in the reintegration of a disastrously fragmented community.

It should be understood by all that the Berkeley Division passed, as some reports would have it, capitulating to the pressure of a group of unruly rowdies. It was responding rather to factors which in any situation, or under any circumstances, must exert a determining influence on the character of a university: on the one hand, to the compelling logic of the fundamental principle of our profession; on the other, to the broader social climate within which the university exists.

As long as the "Free Speech Movement" involved only a small portion of the Berkeley students, it was possible—all the more in the light of their actions—for many to regard them simply as a vociferous and sometimes disorderly minority group. But when among the 800 who were arrested on December 3 and the thousands who supported them we found a large proportion of our most mature and thoughtful students, we were impelled to take a more penetrating look at the reasons for their commitment. These young people are part of a generation which is quite different from those which, as educators, we have faced in the recent past. Many of them find themselves alienated from what they regard as a bureaucratised society, and from the increasingly impersonal university through which they have their major contact with that society. They are trying to find meaning for their lives and, finding it hidden on the university in a commitment to the active social movements of today. To an unfortunate extent we, their faculty, have lost touch with them, and this failure of communication inevitably affects adversely the educational process as well as the integration of the educational community. One cannot teach these young people by telling them that their social concerns are irrelevant or by attempting to deny them the activities which are often the focus of their interest as maturing adults. On the contrary, these concerns and activities are an essential part of the social environment in which education at Berkeley, as well as at other campuses in the country, will have to be conducted.

In this context, what are our responsibilities as educators? What restrictions should be placed on student involvement in political and social issues? Our answer is that an educational institution should impose only those limitations of time, place, and manner necessary to preserve the normal functioning of the educational process itself. This answer derives from the fundamental premise of our profession: that we cannot proscribe any idea or any opinion without impairing the search for meaning and for truth which is our commitment as scholars. It is both true and appropriate that social action and its advocacy are subject to certain controls by society at large. It is not our function as educators to define or to enforce these controls. It is the function of the civil authorities.

Out of the threat of chaos we have come to a new comprehension, a renewed conviction and the prospect of a new community. We hope these will be shared by members of the greater University community as well.

Prepared by
RICHARD M. ABRAMS, Assistant Professor of History
JOHN ATHERTON, Assistant Professor of French and Comparative Literature
GEORGE W. STOCKING, JR., Assistant Professor of History

(Paid for by the Academic Publicity Fund, Professor Charles Muscatine, Treasurer. Contributions may be sent to Professor Muscatine, Department of English, University of California, Berkeley.)
Phillipine differences

by MARGIE WOHL

Washington

Victoria Tan, whose home is in the Philippines, is a citizen of the Republic of China, is a graduate student in physics at UCSB, and is a teaching assistant in chemical physics. She received her BA in chemical engineering in 1963 at Cheng Kung University in Taiwan, and her Ph.D. includes research in nuclear chemistry.

Mrs. Tan stated that at the former, a student is required to complete 168 units for a BA degree. Applicants are expected to fulfill certain requirements for their major, but they are also encouraged to experiment in many areas of study.

In addition, she noted that the professors here seem to have more time to work on research, and that some are doing research on a competitive basis with financial resources (savings, expected to have some other financial need, and promise.

In the Philippines, there are only two seasons -- a rainy season and a dry season. During the dry season, when temperatures become exceedingly high, the government transfers the capital from Manila to Baguio.

While still in Manila, Mrs. Tan, she gained many impressions of the United States from watching American movies. She stated that she has always desired to visit the United States. "In general, the United States has met my expectations," she concluded.

Scholarships aid undergrads

More than 100 scholarships each year are awarded to under-graduate students enrolled on the UCSB campus. Scholarships are distributed through the Committee on Undergraduate Honors, Scholarships, and Prizes.

These scholarships are donated by private individuals, organizations, corporations, or by the Regents of the University, in any range in value from $100 to about $1400 per year. Continuing students must file applications by January 15. It would be advisable if students could return the applications by mail during the holidays. Applicants may obtain the necessary current forms and information from the Committee on Undergraduate Scholarship Office, Admin. 3205.

Bids (scholarships are required to carry a minimum of twelve units each semester. Applicants are expected to have some other financial resource savings, income from parents, etc.) Awards are made on a competitive basis with consideration to the applicant's scholastic record, financial need, and promise.

Johnson selected

Bev Johnson has been appointed by the Leg Council to the position of chairman of Charities Committee. She will fill the office of Lois Salisbury, who has resigned.

Miss Johnson was a member of the Charities Committee before her appointment to the chairmanship.

Student Union Coffee Shop

WILL BE OPEN
Dec. 21-22-23
AND
AFTER CHRISTMAS ON
Dec. 26-28-29-30
FROM 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
FOR
Lunches and Snacks

RIDES WANTED:
Barbara Canning, Santa Rosa
2112, 6-5077; Thousand Oaks
"Venu" or "Ormond" - leaving Saturday noon; 4 riders needed.

Wall Grabe, 6-4445; to Santa Ana (Orange County) - need 4 riders, Friday p.m.

Rod Weaver, San Miguel m., 2218; need two riders to Los Angeles.

Tom Wolfe, 8-3952; Route 101 to San Francisco, Friday, three riders needed.

RIDES WANTED:
Sunny Bellotty, Santa Rosa
2211, 6-5067, to Spokane, Wash., or points north; can leave tomorrow.

Mary Carrier, 8-3910, to Encidences Saturday after 11:30 A.M.

Pat Englehardt, 6-3815, to San Jose, Friday afternoon.

Karen George, 8-3938 (6569 El Colegio #22), to San Francisco either tomorrow or Friday.

Dan Keller, 116 Birch, Las Americas, leave Friday afternoon; can leave Friday or after 10:30 A.M.

Sharon McCarthy, 6-4445, to Sonoma (North Bay Area); can leave Friday, last afternoon.

Katherine Parker, 8-3741, to Store closes

For more light on many subjects visit THE AMERICAN OPINION BOOKSTORE

152 E. Canon Perdido 6-0117
Open 10-6 Tues.-Sat., Closed Sun., Mon.

MIDAS DIAMOND BROKERS

5017 Hollister Ph. 8-8361
SUNDAY DANCERS

\( \text{BEAUTIFUL DANCERS}\)

\( \text{Porky's} \)

956 Embarcadero del Norte - Ph. 8-3413

A Merry Christmas gift to all UCSB students who have made this year successful for you. Thank you so much and Season's Greetings.

Porky

Dec. 22, 1964
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T.A. FROM MANILA
Gallon’s cagemen face two challenges

Two challenges face the Gauchos during Christmas vacation. One is the defeat of Long Beach State, the other is the capture of the WCAC Tournament Championship.

Long Beach State will host the Gauchos Saturday in the Long Beach Sports Arena at 7 p.m. This will precede the contest between Loyola and USC's Trojans.

Missouri State (Cont.), victorious against UCSB, was handed a 73-65 loss by Long Beach's 49'ers last Friday. Last season the Gauchos triumphed over Long Beach, 71-68.

FROSH SITE CHANGED

Due to the doubleheader, the Frosh game will be played against the Long Beach St. Frosh at the Long Beach State Gymnasium Saturday at 1 p.m. Friday the Gauchos Frosh play a Women's P-U p.m. game at Robertson Gym. They lock up with highly ranked Natomas JC. Led by Gilbert Gaines, the Bulldogs defeated SBCC by a 101-69 score earlier this season at Santa Maria.
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INTRAMURAL ACTIVITY

SAE, El Dorado-Madera, Navajo hold cage leakages

By JIM HARRINGTON

Delta Tau Delta suffered its first loss of the year but almost caused a major upset. At the end of the regulation time, they were tied with the SAE's 35-36. The SAE strength surged onward in the overtime to a 46-38 victory.

Navajo came out on top in Ana-guess. El Dorado-Madera captured the struggle over the Chi Sig's. The struggle was determined. First there will be a round to select the RHA representative. The games will be played between the three classes; RHA, independent, and Fraternity.

Athletes choose to feast or fast

By MIKE IBEREN

"All right men, don't forget to keep in shape over the vacation," bellowed the coach, "Yes Sir." echoed throughout the locker room.

For many Gauchos athletic teams this scene has special meaning. With wrestling, swimming, volleyball, basketball, and gymnastics plunging into their schedules early next year, UCSC's feast fatality chances are high.

While other students feast during vacation, the athlete finds his taste for food, not only physical power, but mental power as well. One instance of feast fatality occurred to student "Mr." of the "77" team last year. Home from the rigorous schedule of training, he relaxed. The result was ten pounds.

Returning to the great University by the lagoon, he found a force greatly increased. "Mr." lost interest in working as he became smaller. His reflexes became slower, he required more energy to do anything. With such pleasures available, his mind found it hard to stop such developments somehow.

Of course he didn't forget sports completely. There were many bowl games on TV. Many caused enough excitement to eat all food. He certainly admired the ability of those major college athletes.

Well, the coach had said maybe we would be major college one day. That might be a whole lot, it certainly would require steady work to do anything. Then came New Year's and someone asked him about his resolutions. He decided then that he would resolve to work especially hard during the next year to do well. After all, this was what the team needed if it were to advance!}

Upon returning to compete the one began. Tim was unfortunately short however, and it seemed almost certain earning his Varsity Letter. This discouraged him somewhat and he slowly lost interest in working as he found others achieving greater athletic heights than himself.

Well he said, since he had to study hard, he didn't have time for athletics. After all, UCSC was not really that athletically good a school, he was not missing that much.

The alibi served him well enough, as it had done others. It didn't help his grades however. He is a fatality of the Christmas feast.

The SAFE WAY to stay alert without harmful stimulants

NoDoz™ keeps you mentally alert with the same safe, effective ingredients found in coffee. Yet NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming. Next time monotony makes you feel drowsy while studying, working or driving, do as millions do... perk up with safe, effective NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets. Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.
MEET YOUR BUSINESS STARS
WHO BACKED THE GAUCHOS

JIM CAMPBELL
Owner of the large sporting goods firm, Mr. Campbell has been associated with sports as a former coach and athletic officer in the U.S. Navy V-5 program. Jim graduated from Crete College in 1941 with a B.A. degree. He and his wife Mary Ann have three children: Jim Jr., Debbie and Cathy.

JAMES McCOY
Mr. McCoy is the proprietor of McConnell's, which has been located in the same building for 14 years. A graduate of Claremont McKenna College, Mr. McCoy was District Rep for Shell Oil Co. before buying the ice cream business in 1963. He is married and has two children. A member of Kiwanis, Jim is also co-partner in Miler Productions.

MILTON REIDER
Mr. Reider reports he has had 22 wonderful years in the jewelry business. He attended New York University and later was under contract with the Brooklyn Dodgers. A war veteran, Mr. Reider saw action with the "Flying Tigers" in the Army Air Force. He and his wife Miriam have three children: Jerilyn 13, Phillip 10 and Robin 8.

JAMES PETER JORDANO
Mr. Jordano is secretary-treasurer of Jordanos' Inc. He is a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, a graduate of USC, and has many civic activities. He has served two terms consecutively as President of the Santa Barbara Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Jordano handles the public relations activities, industrial relations, union negotiations for the company and has been active in the overall expansion of the varied Jordano enterprises.

GERRY VAN WYK
A 1958 graduate of UCLA, Mr. Van Wyk started in the Volkswagen business in 1961. His late father opened the dealership in 1958, the same year Gerry was commissioned Ensign in the U.S. 7th Fleet aboard the aircraft carrier USS Hancock. He and his wife Jo Ann have a three-year-old daughter, Julia Ann.

LORETTA BULLOCK
Mrs. Bullock opened the first realty office in Isla Vista in 1959. Active for the past 10 years in real estate, she has been past State Director of CREH, she is co-owner with Williard Friessen of Isla Vista Realty.

HANK GUTTERIE
Mr. Gutterie has operated the Plaza Barber Shop in Goleta for four years. The U.S. Navy veteran of the Korean War opened the new Isla Vista location in July. Hank invites all UCSB men to try his finer barber service soon. The Arkansas native and his wife Patricia have two children: Bob, age 9; and Diane, 7.

Milton Reider
Registered Diamonds Slightly Over Wholesale

JORDANOS
Modern Supermarkets
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University House is now decorated

By REINA BLUMBERG
Staff Writer

Christmas decorations are up for the first time in University House, overlooking the lagoon. Earlier this year Mrs. Vernon Cheddie, with the advice of local firms, planned another type of decorating -- that of the color schemes and furnishings of the new residence of the Chancellor and his family.

"We had to keep in mind that the tastes of future occupants might differ, but at the same time we wanted to avoid a "huh-uh-uh" effect," said Mrs. Cheddie. Therefore, she chose a warm, rose-beige as her basic color for the carpets and some of the drapes.

Complementing the fundamental color are chair covers, coats and bedspreads in turquoise, corals and greens. Even the tiles in the four bathrooms fit in with the general color scheme. The only thing which doesn't match is the Cheddie's new cat -- "Gauche," she's black.

Christmas dinner and other festive party fare will be prepared in the "planned for entertaining" kitchen. The four ovens should take care of the cooking, with two dishwashers for afternoons.

Club holds dance

Ski Club Christmas Dance, open to all students, is being held tomorrow in the Old Qym. It will run from 8:30 to 11 p.m. The Col-lege holdes dance is now decorated.

Student summer employment listed

Students wishing to work during the summer of 1965 may begin planning during Christmas vacation from information in the 1965 "Summer Employment Directory." There will be 4,000,000 new jobs available throughout the country. The pay is up $50 to $100 in many cases, but employers are more often asking for workers who are at least 18 years of age and experienced. Ask for the "Summer Employment Directory" at the bookstore or send to National Directory Service, Box 32065, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Oberlin okays 3.2 beer

In the 19th century Oberlin College in Ohio banned such "strong and unnecessary" drinks as tea and coffee, but recently 20th century faculty members approved the sale of 3.2 beer.
**NEW DANCES**

**Primitive dances better**

By SCOTT PIERING  
Staff Writer

Remembering when the monkey was a hairy biped, the swim was an alternative to smoking, and the jerk was a hopeless dullard, LOOK magazine, in a recent issue, devoted their entire cover story to the "Primitivism Age," their term describing the younger generation which they feel is characterized by an array of animistic dances.

Indeed, it is in the contention of many people that the outcrop of new dances so fervently practiced by millions of gyrating juveniles, is merely another indication of America's moral decay and outright sexual promiscuity.

For example, the swim and some of its more interesting variations has been labeled "primitive sexual exhibitions" and "exclusively suggestive confusion of random movements."

We see as a possible solution to this problem, the substitution of civilized, meaningful dances to take the place of these new dances.

These new dances could be invented for, and named after famous people, perhaps political figures. What follows then, for the pressing problem, the substitution of its more interesting variations has been characterized by an array of animalistic dances.

1. Goldwater Crawl—This dance is characterized by very little movement. The basic step is a one, two, three, four; all of these steps are being taken backward instead of forward.

2. Strom Thurmond Shift—(She careful, this one is easy to mispronounce) Change partner in the middle of the dance and once this is accomplished, do the Goldwater Crawl the rest of the evening.

3. Mario Savio Mash—Request a number to be played by band. When hand refuses to play it, sit down in the middle of dance floor to prevent other couples from dancing. When hand finally consents to play the number you requested, call it totally unacceptable and request another, more difficult tune.

4. SARTRE SHIMMY

Jean-Paul Sartre Shimmy—Rent ballroom and invite no people and hire no band. Stand alone in middle of dance floor and impress your own steps and music to suit your whim. You may want to invite Ayn Rand to be your partner if the two of you will be willing to compromise your dance techniques.

5. SARTRE SHIMMY

Jean-Paul Sartre Shimmy—Rent ballroom and invite no people and hire no band. Stand alone in middle of dance floor and impress your own steps and music to suit your whim. You may want to invite Ayn Rand to be your partner if the two of you will be willing to compromise your dance techniques.

LAMUNBA LIMBO

The Lamumba Limbo—Dance in a normal manner quietly for a while, without warning, terrorize your partner, entice the help of the couple to your left, Rockefeller Rock—Your don't really get much chance to dance doing this one because you are too busy arguing with your partner over who is going to lead.

Rocky Kennedy Shuffle—Sit around for a while in the local dance hall, then go across town to a bigger and better ballroom.

Mac Too Tong Stomp—In this one, since you are angry with your partner, dance along. You must shout, wave your arms, and step on the toes of the couples around you.

Governor Wallace Waltz—You dance in one room while your partner dances in a separate but smaller room to the music of an interior band.

Pat Brown Boomer—Enter the ballroom. When you see that the younger couples aren't doing the same dances they were 20 years ago, call the police and have them arrested. After the floor is cleared, establish a set pattern of dancing from which no one may deviate.

I.D. Jump—Don't worry about stoppage because funds will be appropriated to have someone come in to do the dancing for you.

After seeing some of these alternatives we have to the savage forms of dancing, we begin to think that the primitive exhibition of the swim might be preferable to more "civilized" dancing techniques.

---Sherry Lawrence Photo

**Announcements**

Faculty, Students & Staff employed: Save $1 now by obtaining your LET'S DINE OUT reveal envelope at the AI Cashier's window. Eat at 30 restaurants for 1/2 price.

This is National Birch Week. Take a Bircher into your home. Birch Hall.

Attention Student! Fri., Dec. 18 is Dick Burris's birthday. Be sure to be the first to wish him a happy birthday. Sponsored by the men of Rm, 7432, San Miguel Hall.

---MG-XI-PHI guy of the week - Larry Marsh.

Do you wish to invite the occupants of San Miguel seed waterproof baby sit ters with experience in handling older irresponsible children?

---BB: We can't believe it! Back to your room, TRASH IT!

Harriet High Schooler of the Month: Mary "Panda" Gleb.

**Automotive**

'64 Volkswagen, var., 1500 miles, $2000, Ph. 74010.

'55 VW, good condition, radio, leather int., $475/offer, 84293.

'67 DKW, new motor, call 90750 or 77451, best offer.

'64 Triumph TR4, exc. cond., new wheels, full carpet, batteries, $300, Ph. 74285.

'64 Mini Mini, 84940, $900, Ph. ext. 2314 or 70424.

'57 MGA, exc. mechanical cond., new top, upholstery, $725, Ph. 83945.

'40 Corvair, 4,000 miles, 2 dr. coupe, rubber, $450, Ph. 74097

**For Rent**

Near campus, front, br, 1 bdr., apt., quiet, ladies or couple, no pets, $710, Ph. 8-3420 or see Mr. 628 Embarcadero del Mar, "N."  
---300 GJ, stereo record player, 40 in./in.mac, removable speakers, paid $200, need $115, Ph. 87756 after 6.

Girl's clothes, sizes 11-14, good condition, $25 - $32, 6509 Seville #5, see 8-10 p.m.

Stereo ampli, EDO CST40, $65, stereo tape recorder $70, 60511.

Found

Jacket in Santa Cruz Fri., night, please call 84963.

Lost

Kitten with goatee, 85311.

Blue-green Parker pen, silver cap, near N.J., Reward 6-8992.

Gold hinge bracelet, 86782, REWARD

**Personal**

Past! If you miss MADRONA HALL this Christmas open house, well...life just won't be worth living, US

Hi Janet— Merry Xmas— Nick — 31 Model A Ford Coupe, Transportation or restoration, Drive it home, $325 or offer, Ph. 78689.

**For Sale**

65 Volkswagen, var., 1500 miles, $2000, Ph. 74010.

'54 Triumph TR4, exc. cond., new wheels, carpet, batteries, upholstery, tires, $325 plus Hi Janet - Merry Xmas - Nick
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Students form seminars for nine weeks’ study

Twelve groups, each containing twenty to thirty selected American college students, will form seminars in various European cities next summer to study the language, culture and civilization of these cities during a nine-week stay.

Classrooms Abroad tries to give a profound experience through a summer of living in European Cities including Berlin, London in Germany, Ypres or Bruges in Belgium, Vichy, Grenoble, or Lyons in France, Neuchatel in Switzerland, Madrid or Santander in Spain, and Florence, Italy.

Members of Classrooms Abroad will live with private families in each city. They will have ample opportunities to meet young people from students, religious, and political organizations.

Students will take a four-credit program and in mid-August, participants have a chance to remain in Europe for private travel after the program.

Full information can be obtained by writing to Classroom Abroad, Box 4117 University Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55414.

Phi Psi’s initiation mayor as active

On Sunday, December 5, at ceremonies held at the Phi Klapp Psi fraternity house, Mayor Donald McCullough was initiated into the chapter as an active member.

This was done in accordance with a national policy of Phi Klapp Psi, which states that when a local chapter of Phi Klapp Psi receives its national charter, all the group on the UCSB campus on April 24, 1964, the local alumni may honor friends in the area by installing them as active members of the fraternity.

You get 002 shirts at FORKY’S

Everyone loves the Menus and the popular prices at this famous family Restaurant

ENJOY OUR SUPPER BANQUET FACILITIES
6.50 to 10.99 - Sunday 9 - 5.00
9.39 EMBARCADERO DEL MAR 8-9037

ADORNE Beauty Salon
PERMANENT - WAVING - FROSTING - COLORS - MANICURES
Open evenings by appointment
6578 TRIGO RD.
TEL. 8-2413

ISLA VISTA MARKET

Super Market Prices — Small Store Atmosphere

Open Weekdays 8 - 7.00 + Sunday 9 - 5.00

939 EMBARCADERO DEL MAR 8-9037

INTERSTATE MOVERS

ADOORNE Hairsalon

Mettaei elected

Dr. George I. Mettaei, professor of electrical engineering, has been elected as a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

Dr. Mettaei, who joined the UCSB faculty this fall, is one of the nation’s outstanding authorities in the field of micro-electronics.

Christmas Special
Scottish Brat Live Letter TAPE. 2 P.M. 6:00
TV -- RADIO
HI SERVICE
10% Discount to Students

UNIVERSITY SOUND
6785 Seville Rd. - 8-1116

You get EL GAUCHO shirts at FORKY’S

19651 Trigo Road Ph. 8-2521

The only Isla Vista office specializing in Rentals and Property Management

Spring Rentals

Supervised and Approved
Deluxe 1 and 2 Bedroom
WOMEN AND MEN
From $40.00 a person
Dinner Meal Optional
Houses — Duplexes — Apartments

ISLA VISTA REALTY
**PIANIST PERFORMS**

**Wolffers Joins Paganini's Quartet**

Planned Jules Wolffers, lecturer in music, will perform with Paganini's Quartet in its second concert of the current season tonight at 8 p.m. in Campbell Hall.

Tickets are available at the Campbell Hall box office and the Lobero Theater at $3 for general admission. Students are admitted free.

Wolffers will be assisting principal pianist in the Schumann Quartet, pianist in the Schumann Quartet, and violinist in the Schumann Quartet. Together with the distinguished American violinist, Albert Spalding. Wolffers, a visiting member of the music department at UCSB, has been performing in a tour of New Zealand's North Island. At present, Wolffers' home is in Auckland, where he lectures for the Extension Division of the University of Auckland and conducts master classes.

**FUTURE TOUR**

In February, the pianist will leave Santa Barbara for a tour of 25 recitals throughout New Zealand, conducting teachers' workshops in many of the cities on his itinerary.

Wolffers will return in April for a three-month adjudication tour for the National Guild of Piano Teachers.

Tonight's program also will include two concertos by Haydn for soloists of the varied instrumentation of the quartet ensemble.

Throughout this concert season, the Quartet is opening each performance with a Haydn work and closing with a Mozart work dedicated to Haydn.

Members of the Quartet include Henri Temianka and Steven Kruck, violinists; Albert Gillis, violist; and Lucien Laporte, cellist.

**KCSB schedules season programs**

**TOMORROW NIGHT**

KCSB-FM 91.1 will salute the holiday season with special Christmas programs.

From 6:7-7 p.m. Bill Votta's "Music A la Carte" show will feature traditional caroles, including "The Holly Jolly Christmas" and selections from Handel's Messiah, will be hosted by Martha Davis on "Thursday Concerts, 9-14.

During the 9 p.m. "Public Affairs" show, a Christmas German tape will be aired by Karl Bax. The tape includes the High Visitors and selections from Handel's Messiah that will be hosted by Martha Davis on "Thursday Concerts, 9-14.

Closing the special programming, Steve Kostka will provide Christmas Jazz on "Strictly Jazz."

**ART & VIC'S CAMPUS CUE**

**HOLIDAY SPECIAL**

**$180.00 CASH PRIZES IN DRAWINGS**

Grand Prize $100.00—Drawing Dec. 18th  Daily Prize $5—Drawing each day at 11 p.m.  Large Prize $100.00—Drawing Dec. 18th  You must be present to win.

**EVERYTHING AT OUR DELICATESSEN CENTER**

Imported Foods  Breakfast Items  Snacks and Refreshers
Cheese  Fresh Bread  Pastry
Ice Cream  Newspaper-Magazines

We have many other Specials at Bargain Prices.
The Big Parade of Comec delights audience

by HARRIET WENGRAF

Staff Reviewer

Bubbling enthusiasm filled a delighted audience as they left Campbell Hall Thursday night following the Opera Workshop's production of Johann Strauss' light operetta "Die Fledermaus."

Set in late nineteenth century Vienna, the plot revolves around one woman and one-loying Gabriel von Eisen- Carl Zytowski, and his lovely

wife, Rosalinda, delightfully ac-

tued and sung by Barbara Gor-

den, who made her UCSB debut opening night.

JAIL-BOUND ALFRED Von Eisenstein, instead of going to jail for hitting the sheriff with a tomato, is per-

suaded by Dr. Falke (Stan Car- 

ey) to sneak off to a gala party to be held at Prince Orlofksy's mansion. To com- plicate matters, Alfred (Ed Kemprud) a romantically lo-

clined tenor, persistently pur- 

suaded by Dr. Falke (Stan Car- 

ey) to sneak off to a gala party to be held at Prince Orlofksy's mansion. To com- plicate matters, Alfred (Ed Kemprud) a romantically lo-

cident Rosalinda, delightfully ac-

tued and sung by Barbara Gor-
den, who made her UCSB debut opening night.

"Mr. von Eisenstein" when the warden Mr. Frank (Jim Cowell) arrives to escort him to jail.

Act II reveals the magnifi-
cent ballroom in Prince Orlofksy's home (Gabrielle Batchel-
der), Jean Campbell-FrL), where, as entertainment, Dr. Falke has planned a clan by having Adele, the Eisenstein's chambermaid (Joyce Thomas) impersonate a famous actress, Mr. Frank parade as a cheva-

ler, and von Eisenstein act the part of a Marquis, wooing none other than his own wife who is masquerading as a Con-

tess.

Act III deals with the re-

conciliation, following the revela-
tion by Dr. Falke that the whole thing was just a joke at Ele-

senstein's expense.

FINE MUSICIANSHIP

Those beautiful melodies, for which Johann Strauss is so lo-

ved, were performed with a finesse which can be attributed to the fine musicianship of or-

chestra members and the local ensemble, under the direction of Ed Kemprud and Carl Zytowski.

Barbara Gordon's strong voice proved more than ade-

quate in her lovely arias, and was supported with a natural poise and grace. Joyce Thomas was delightful as the starry-eyed chambermaid bound for a stage career, and Jim Cowell's acting and vocal ability rendered his performance quite charming.

Also to be commended for fine performances were Deese Eila (Bob Namanny-FrL), as Dr. Glimo, the attorney; Stan Carey as Mr. Frank, and especially Gabrielle Batchelder (Jean Campbell-FrL) as Orlofksy.

Virginia and Thomas Faunce, who have worked for many years with Zytowski, once again showed ingenuity and diligence in preparation of sets and costumes. Zytowski's direction, with the aid of Ed Kemprud, student director, was most effective, evoking an audience re-

sponse which expressed over-

whelming approval.

WESTRA to present recital

Miss Dorothy Westra, associate professor of music and director of the UCSB Trio, who has been a member of the UCSB faculty since 1956, will present a faculty recital at 8:00 p.m. Jan. 6 in Campbell Hall.

Westra has worked in composition and par-

ticipated in a seminar on music on the continent, transcrib-

ing the works of the compos-

ers Herbert Parney from early manuscripts. She also did some

work in composition and par-

ticipated in a seminar on music of the 18th and 19th centuries during her stay in London.

In her campus recital, Miss Westra will present about 20 recitals, made as many operatic appearances and a number of radio engagements. In 1963, she returned to the campus after a full year of musical research in England and on the continent, transcrib-

ing the works of the compos-

ers Herbert Parney from early manuscripts. She also did some

work in composition and par-

ticipated in a seminar on music of the 18th and 19th centuries during her stay in London.

In her campus recital, Miss Westra will present about 20 recitals, made as many operatic appearances and a number of radio engagements. In 1963, she returned to the campus after a full year of musical research in England and on the continent, transcrib-

ing the works of the compos-

ers Herbert Parney from early manuscripts. She also did some

work in composition and par-

ticipated in a seminar on music of the 18th and 19th centuries during her stay in London.
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work in composition and par-
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